Gladding, William

Fairfax Co.

Survey 9 Nov. 1742

Warrant date from survey 13 Feb. 1741

119 acres

1 item
By virtue of the power from the proprietors office Dated the 13 day of Feb 1740 Surveyed for William Gladwin of the county of Fairfax one certain tract or parcel of Waste land Situate in the said County Beginning at A a Spanish oak standing on the S line one mile from corner the land of Cap Pearson near Alexander land thence with his line S 88° E one hundred seventy nine poles to a white oak in the line of Gray then 10° Gray line S 24° 30 W. Twenty Eighty to a flat Oak on a hill Coners of say then with another of his line S 71° 30 W. ninety six to a small hill near Grays dead Corner then S 42° E. four 44 to a line of Mr. Mercer then with his line S 71° 30 W. sixty four to a line Black Oak Coners of Mr. Mercer on a point then with another of his line S W. 30 W. one hundred thirty two to a white oak Coners to Pearson now Alexander also Mercer beginning thence with Alexander line W. one hundred eighteen poles to a span Oak near Wolff's trap branch thence with another of his line to the beginning N 45° W. one hundred ninety eight pole containing one hundred twenty nine acres.
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